
























- Clare at the time of her entrance in the Servant Sisters.

 - Clare and Kristen during the summer of 2001.



- the “Casita”

 - Clare as a candidate.



- Clare with Bernadette.



 
- Singing with a group of girls of the home of the Mother.

 - Painting the floor of the new chapel in Zurita.       -  During a skit.



 - Sr. Clare and Sr. Kristen together as novices.
 - Sr. Clare with the Sisters in St. peter’s waiting for the election of pope Benedict 
in April of 2005. From left to right, Sr. Elena, Sr. reme, the mistress of novices, Sr. 

Isabel, Sr. rocio, Sr. Clare and Sr. Kristen.

 - Sr. Clare with several Sisters in July of 2005.



- Sr. Clare with fellow novice Sr. Sara to the left.  
to the right, Fr. rafael, Sr. Conchi and Sr. reme, mistress of novices.

 - Sr. Clare playing with the two young girls who were visiting.



 - Chapel of the first house of the Servant Sisters, where Sr. Clare did 
her Spiritual Exercises in 2005.

 - Sr. Clare in the van during one of the excursions of the Exercises.



 - A page from Sr. Clare’s notebook during the Spiritual Exercises.

 - Icon of the trinity in the chapel of the new Novitiate in Zurita.



- Sr. Clare in Belmonte on an excursion.

 - Sr. Clare in Belmonte with the girls of Mary Immaculate School.

- Sr. Clare on the day of her first vows.

- Sr. Clare with Sr. Mercedes, her superior in Belmonte, and Fr. rafael.



 - Sr. Clare and Sr. Grace recording “hi Lucy”



- Sr. Clare with Mother Ana the day the community  
was opened in Jacksonville in Oct. 2006.

- Sr. Clare and Sr. ruth with a group of students at Assumption School.







 - Interviewing a camper during Life with the home.
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 - Sr. Clare goofing around.

 - One of the first pictures of Sr. Clare with a guitar in her hands.

- Doing Carlitos for Fr. rafael during the summer of 2010.  
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 - play with kids during a home of the Mother activity.

 - praying during the pilgrimage to Ireland in June 2010.



- Group picture of the pilgrimage to Ireland.

 - Sr. Clare at her family home, receiving the girls.



- Sr. Clare with her father.

 - Sr. Clare with her mother and two sisters.



 - the drawing Sr. Clare was given for her perpetual vows.

 - pronouncing her vows.

- During the Litany of Saints.



 - During the blessing.            - After Communion.

 - Giving the flowers to her family after the ceremony.

 - Clapping after the song the Sisters had prepared for her.
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- the Community of Servant Sisters in Valencia with Ana, a young woman 
with terminal cancer. See Ch. 23 for what Sr. Clare writes about their visits.

 - Sr. Clare and Sr. Kelai visiting a patient. (Photo thanks to Paraula)

 - Sr. Clare with paco.
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 - Sr. Clare picking oranges in Valencia.
 - Sr. Clare with girls during World Youth Day 2011.

 - Joking around, while cleaning the large convent!



 - Sr. Clare with four girls on the bus trip to Lourdes.

 - the Belmonte Sisters with Our Lady in Lourdes.

 - A day trip from Belmonte to La Aldehuela (Madrid). 
Sr. Ana Maria is the Sister on the bottom left. Sr. Clare is in the middle.



 - Joking around with the girls during a barbecue.

 - playing the guitar for the girls.
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- receiving Communion on the Mt. of Beatitudes 
 from Fr. Henry Kowalczyk, first Servant Priest of the Home of the 

Mother to pass away († Apr. 15, 2020)
- At Calvary.     

 - praying in Gethsemane.
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 - Fr. rafael blessing Sr. Clare at the river Jordan. 

- Climbing the stairs that lead up  
to the house of Caiphas in Jerusalem.

 - Construction work in the summer of 2012.  
- During a break in the work.



- the community of Servant Sisters in Guayaquil  
upon Sr. Clare’s arrival: 

From left to right, Sr. Mercedes, Sr. Gema, Sr. Clare and Sr. Sara María.
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 - In procession with Our Lady through the streets of Guayaquil.
 - Construction of the new house.

- Cooking on the “stove” in puyo with Sr. ruth Maria.

- A meal in puyo. to the right of Sr. Clare is Jazmina and then Mercedes.  



pictures from the Mission trip to puyo in 2014.

In the middle picture, Sr. Clare is in the center with Mayra and Jazmina, who 
would pass away with her in the earthquake two years later.



- School in playa prieta.

- Sr. Clare in Cajas.



- Sr. Clare with the littlest ones in playa prieta.

- Sr. Clare with her chickens during the Olympics in 2015.
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Sr. Clare in December of 2015.
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- Sr. Clare with the guitar at the school. Sr. Estela is to the left.
- Sr. Clare at the picture of Our Lady of Garabandal 

on the first floor of the house.    
  - Sr. Clare on a visit to the sick in playa prieta.

- 
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- During the camp in March 2016. Mayra is to the left of Sr. Clare.

- Sr. Clare during holy Week 2016.    - Sr. Clare with Erika in 2014.



- Outing to the beach in April 1, 2016. From left to right:  
Valeria, Karolina, Dangelli, Margarita, María Augusta, Catalina, 

Jazmina, Sr. Clare, Guadalupe and Mayra.

- Stations of the Cross on Good Friday 2016.







(Below) Last pictures of Sr. Clare from Friday, April 15, 
loading the truck with provisions for the families in need.



- the fallen school building (picture from Apr. 17, 2016)

- Mass in the Madrid airport with Sr. Clare’s coffin on Apr. 29, 2016.

- Sr. Clare’s grave in Derry. 
- 







- Chapel in playa prieta built upon the location where Sr. Clare  
and the five young women passed away.

- the school grounds after  the reconstruction.
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